Prioritize Network Traffic With Bandwidth Management
Bandwidth consumption is an issue that many IT departments face daily. Organizations have Acceptable Use Policies (AUPs) for Internet use on corporate networks and devices. But the majority of Web traffic is often operating unchecked, opening the entire network up to bandwidth hogs, productivity-draining activity, and security risks. Most bandwidth management tools restrict traffic by protocol and IP address, not by content category, making it very difficult to control HTTP and HTTPS traffic.

The Bandwidth Management feature in Wavecrest’s CyBlock products—CyBlock Software, CyBlock Appliance, and CyBlock Cloud—provides Quality of Service (QoS) technology to IT administrators and Managed Service Providers (MSPs). By throttling traffic by content category or group, and optimizing bandwidth usage, CyBlock’s Bandwidth Management feature keeps important business operations running smoothly for your users or customers.

Using the Bandwidth Management feature encompasses the following measures which are described below:

- Setting bandwidth throttling policies.
- Monitoring real-time data usage.
- Viewing data usage charts.

**Setting Bandwidth Throttling Policies**

Bandwidth throttling allows you to implement a restriction policy when the overall enterprise bandwidth consumption reaches a threshold level that has been set for that policy. The following steps highlight how you would configure a bandwidth throttling policy.

- First, you create a bandwidth throttling policy based on either categories or groups.
  - A policy based on categories is designed to limit bandwidth usage involving visits to sites in nonessential categories of Web sites.
  - A policy based on groups is designed to restrict bandwidth available to users in designated groups when they visit high bandwidth sites.

- Next, you set a threshold for the policy so that when the threshold is reached, the policy is activated.
- You can enable an e-mail alert for the policy to be notified when the threshold is reached.
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- Add a cap limit to throttle the bandwidth used by categories or to block nonessential categories. Cap limits can also be added for groups if the policy is based on groups.
- Once the policy is activated, specific caps within the policy slow the data transfer rate of Web activity covered by the policy or restrict the bandwidth that is available to users covered by that policy so it does not exceed the cap.
Adding a Cap to a Policy

Monitoring Real-Time Data Usage

With the Real-Time Bandwidth Monitor, you can monitor the current bandwidth usage for the entire enterprise and get real-time updates in 5, 10, or 15-minute intervals. When a bandwidth throttling policy is activated, an alert is displayed indicating the policy name and its associated threshold. Alerts can be cleared here or on the policy configuration page.
Viewing Data Usage Charts

Bandwidth reporting provides top and trend charts of Web activity by visits, hits, or bytes for users, groups, categories, sites, and classifications. You may specify a time frame for the data you want to view, such as Previous 24 Hours, Last Week, or a custom date range. Below are examples of just a few of these charts.

**Top Sites Chart**
The chart allows you to quickly find out which ten sites consumed the most bandwidth or had the most hits or visits for a specified time frame.

**Top Groups Chart**
The chart shows which groups within your organization consumed the most bandwidth or had the most hits or visits for a specified time frame.

**Top Classifications Chart**
The chart shows which Web categories by acceptability classification consumed the most bandwidth or had the most hits or visits for a specified time frame.
User Trend Chart
The chart allows you to detect unexpected spikes that could indicate excessive bandwidth or Web use. You can readily determine if these trends are desirable or undesirable.

Summary
With CyBlock’s Bandwidth Management feature, IT administrators and MSPs have the ability to cost-effectively manage network traffic by using existing resources efficiently, thereby delaying or reducing the need for expansion or upgrades. It enhances the user experience by ensuring that mission-critical applications, such as VoIP, CRM, FTP, and e-mail, have the resources they require, while allowing other applications access to the network.
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